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To allow time for implementation, local units will need to repmt using the uniform assumptions 
after their next regularly scheduled actuarial valuation. As general guidance, actuarial valuations 
issued after December 31, 2018 should include the figures required for uniform assumption 
repmting. Beginning with Form 5572 submissions for fiscal year 2019, local units are required to 
report uniform assumptions if the local audited financial statement is based on a valuation issued 
after December 31, 2018. If the fiscal year 2019 audited financial statement is based on a 
valuation issued prior to December 31, 2018, local units are required to repmt uniform 
assumptions no later than fiscal year 2020. Consistent with Governmental Accounting Standards 
Board (GASB) statements No. 68 and 75, actuarial valuations are to be performed at least every 
two years, with more frequent valuations encouraged. Local units may utilize roll-forward 
procedures in non-valuation years to calculate the uniform assumptions. The Act requires local 
units to annually report their Form 5572 no later than six months after the end of the local unit's 
fiscal year. 

Local units who utilize the alternative measurement method allowed by the GASB may continue 
to do so; however, these local units must adjust the calculation of their retirement assets, 
liabilities, funded ratio, and ARC using Treasury's uniform assumptions if necessary. 

Rationale for the Established Assumptions 

The following sections within this memo outline the uniform assumptions and the rationale for 
their selection. We hired an independent actuary firm to assist us in the selection of the unifo1m 
assumptions. In addition, we met with multiple stakeholders representing local governments, 
employees and retirees, actuaries, and accounting professionals. 

Investment Rate of Return 

The investment rate of return assumption reflects the long-term rate of return on retirement 
assets. The fiscal year 2019 uniform assumption for the investment rate of return is a maximum 
of 7.00%. The use of 7.00% reflects the 50t11 percentile of expected investment returns using the 
average asset allocation amongst most major pension systems3, as well as current capital market 

assumptions4
. For retirement systems that utilize an investment rate of return that is less than 

7.00% for funding purposes, the local unit should use the lower investment rate of return for the 
uniform assumption as well. 

The sustained period of low interest rates since 2009 has caused many public pension plans to re
evaluate their long-term expected investment returns, leading to an unprecedented reduction in 
plan investment return assumptions. In its annual public pension plan investment return 
assumption study, the National Association of State Retirement Administrators (NASRA) found 
that among the 129 plans measured, nearly three-fomths have reduced their investment return 
assumption since 20105, with the median assumed rate of investment return at 7.50% in 2018. 

3 Based on the Public Plans Database of approximately 170 public pension plans http://publicplansdata.org/public-

plans-database/ 

4 Horizon's 2017 Survey of Capital Market Assumptions:
http://www.horizonactuarial.com/uploads/3/0/4/9/30499196/horizon cma survey2017v0822.pdf 

5 https ://www.nasra.org/files/1ssue%20Briefs/NASRAInvReturnAssumptBrief.pdf

http://www.horizonactuarial.com/uploads/3/0/4/9/30499196/horizon_cma_survey_2017_v0822.pdf
https://www.nasra.org/files/Issue%20Briefs/NASRAInvReturnAssumptBrief.pdf
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assumption. Based on these two factors, a maximum rate of 7.00% will be used for fiscal year 
2019. This impmiant assumption will be reviewed annually. In the future it is more likely to 
decrease than increase, depending on actual and expected market returns. 

Discount Rate 

The discount rate is the single rate of return that results in the present value of all projected 
pension and retiree health benefit payments. The approach to calculating the discount rate should 
be consistent with GASB Statements No. 68 and 75: insofar as the portion of the plan's fiduciary 
net position is projected to be sufficient to make all projected benefit payments, a local 
government may use a maximum discount rate of 7.00%. To the extent the plan's fiduciary net 
position is not sufficient to make projected benefit payments, a discount rate of 3.00% shall be 
used. 

The 3.00% lower rate is reflective of the index rate for 20-year, tax exempt general obligation 
municipal bonds with an average rating of AA/Aa or higher as of July 30, 2018. 

Historically, Michigan law requires local units to prefund their pension system, so we do not 
anticipate the blended discount rate will be necessary for many pension systems. However, many 
retiree healthcare plans are significantly underfunded, and the use of a blended discount rate 
could be more prevalent. 

Salary Increase Rate 

The salary increase rate assumption is the rate that salaries will increase over time. The higher 
the assumed salary increase assumption, the higher the projected pension benefit obligation. The 
uniform assumption for the salary increase rate is set at a minimum of 3.50%. However, if the 
local unit has conducted an actuarial experience study within the last five years, and the 
experience study recommended a different rate be used, the local government may utilize this 
salary increase rate in lieu of the 3.50% minimum requirement. 

The 3.50% salary increase assumption is based on a 2.25% inflation assumption plus 1.25% real 
wage increase above inflation. The Consensus Revenue Agreement Executive Summary dated 
May 16, 20186 indicates that Detroit's CPI is expected to increase at 2.3% (which we rounded to 
2.25%). Fmihermore, both the 2017 Old-Age Survivors and Disability Insurance Program 
(Social Security) Trustees' Repo1i for intermediate cost assumptions and the Consensus Revenue 
Agreement Executive Summary include real wage increases of about 1.25% per year. 

In setting this uniform assumption, we also reviewed the salary increase assumption utilized by 
the Michigan Public School Employees Retirement System (MPSERS), the Michigan State 
Employees Retirement System (SERS), and the Municipal Employees' Retirement System 
(MERS). MERS, which represents about 85% of the local pension plans within the state, is 
currently utilizing a 3.75% salary increase assumption. MPSERS and SERS are utilizing a 3.5% 
salary increase assumption. 

6 http://www.senate.michigan.gov/sfa/Publ ications/BudUpdates/ConsensusRevExecSum Mayl8.pdf

http://www.senate.michigan.gov/sfa/Publications/BudUpdates/ConsensusRevExecSumMay18.pdf
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The uniform assumption is to calculate the ARC as normal cost plus a portion of the UAAL 
calculated on a closed amortization schedule not to exceed 20 years for pension and not to 
exceed 30 years for retiree healthcare. For plans that are utilizing an amortization period that is 
shorter for funding purposes, the local government should use the sho1ter timeframe for the 
uniform assumption as well. For plans that are closed to new entrants, the UAAL must be 
amortized using a level-dollar amortization method. For plans that are still open to new entrants, 
a level-dollar or percent of pay am01tization method may be utilized. 

The Govermnent Finance Officers Association recommends that the ideal amortization period 
should fall between the 15-20 year range. 8 The decision to extend healthcare to 30 years is based 
on recent data showing many local governments got a late sta1t on prefunding retirement 
healthcare. Each year moving forward, the annual establishment of the uniform assumption base 
year will be reduced by one year (i.e. 20 to 19 for pension and 30 to 29 for retiree healthcare). 

8 http://www.gfoa.org/core-elements-funding-policy

http://www.gfoa.org/core-elements-funding-policy



